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The need for stronger climate action
 Already experiencing climate change impacts

 Climate landscape has changed significantly

 Science says aggressive GHG emissions reduction needed now

 Stronger focus on resilience
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A low carbon resilience approach
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Developing the CRKS
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*We are here



Engagement summary

1 AAC workshop

4 Working Group Sessions

4 Youth Working Group Sessions

1 community survey

2 open houses

2 equity seeking focus group sessions



What we heard –
climate hazard 
concerns

Survey respondents’ top climate hazard concerns:



What we heard – reducing GHG emissions

*Provincial CleanBC targets: 
• 40% below 2007 levels by 2030
• net-zero by 2050

Survey respondents feel Kelowna’s GHG emissions targets should:



What we heard –
key themes



Inputs informing the Strategy

Council & corporate priorities

Senior government plans & 
policies

Technical analysis & modelling

Existing plans & strategies

Staff input

Community input

9
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13 
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28
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TBD
Actions to be determined



Key drivers to success
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Key drivers to success

Improve 
ecological 

climate 
resilience

Reduce 
emissions 

from waste

Increase the 
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Kelowna’s 
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Co-benefits of 
action



Next steps (Winter 2024)

Complete the draft Strategy
 Implementation framework

 Equity considerations

 C0-benefits 

Present draft to Council

Engage the community for 
feedback



 Requires collective action by all levels of government, businesses, organizations, and 
the broader community

 City well positioned to build on previous successes and influence how our 
community grows, commutes, interacts and protects natural assets for continued 
quality of life.

Creating a Climate Resilient Kelowna



Questions?
For more information, visit kelowna.ca.


